START
FINISH
RIGHT TURN
LEFT TURN
ABOUT

TURN

RIGHT
ABOUT
"U"
TURN
270°
RIGHT
270° LEFT
360° LEFT
CALL
FRONT
FINISH RIGHT
Foward
CALL FRONT FINISH FORWARD
CALL
FRONT
FINISH LEFT
FORWARD
CALL
FRONT
FINISH
RIGHT HALT
CALL
FRONT
FINISH
HALT
SLOW PACE
MOVING
SIDE
STEP
RIGHT
DOG OUTSIDE

SPIRAL

RIGHT

DOG OUTSIDE
SPIRAL
LEFT
DOG INSIDE
STRAIGHT

FIGURE 8

WEAVE TWICE
SERPENTINE
WEAVE ONCE
CALL FRONT
1 STEP BACK
2 STEPS BACK
3 STEPS BACK
STOP
AND
DOWN
HALT

FAST

FORWARD FROM SIT
LEFT
ABOUT
TURN

DOG
HANDLER
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HALT

WALK AROUND DOG
HALT

DOWN

WALK AROUND

DOG
FIGURE 8
NO DISTRACTIONS
HALT

LEFT

TURN - FORWARD
HALT

RIGHT TURN - FORWARD
CALL FRONT
RETURN TO HEEL
HALT

SLOW FORWARD

FROM SIT
HALT

ABOUT TURN RIGHT

FORWARD
HALT

ABOUT “U” TURN

FORWARD
SEND OVER JUMP

HANDLER PASSES BY
Halt

Turn Right

1 Step

Call to Heel

Halt
HALT

STAND

WALK

AROUND DOG
HALT

90°

PIVOT

RIGHT

HALT
HALT
90°
PIVOT
LEFT
HALT
OFF-SET

FIGURE 8
HALT

SIDE STEP

RIGHT

HALT
CALL DOG
FRONT
FINISH RIGHT
HALT
CALL DOG FRONT
FINISH LEFT
HALT

180°

PIVOT

RIGHT

HALT
HALT

180°

PIVOT

LEFT

HALT
HALT

DOWN

SIT
HALT

STAND
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Halt

Pivot

Right - Forward
LEAVE DOG
2 STEPS
CALL TO HEEL
FORWARD
HALT
HALT

STAND DOWN
MOVING STAND
WALK AROUND
DOG
MOVING DOWN
WALK AROUND
DOG
BACK UP
3 STEPS DOG STAYS IN POSITION
DOWN
WHILE HEELING
STAND
WHILE HEELING
STAND
LEAVE DOG
SIT DOG
CALL FRONT - FINISH
STAND

LEAVE DOG

DOWN DOG

CALL FRONT - FINISH
SEND TO JUMP
DOUBLE
LEFT
ABOUT
TURN
SIT

STAY